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India is a country in which timber is very susceptible to dry rot while few realize the extremely “epidemic” character of the 
disease. A paper by Mr. E.J. Goodacre, Assistant Borough surveyor, Shrewsbury, brings together much useful information 
regarding the character of the disease and how it should be prevented, but even he admits that much remains to be 
studied on the subject. That it is virulent, spreading, and hard to eradicate is certain, its very insidiousness making it 
difficult to detect; it is also certain that the destruction and loss caused by it is enormous because of its insidiousness. So 
far three forms of the disease have been recognized –(1)Merulius lacrymans, (2) Coniphora cerebella, (3) Polyporus 
vaporarius. The first has been so named because of its dark colouration accompanied by the collection of fluid globules; it 
prevails in moderate climate and where subsoils of a clayey nature exist. It does not need moisture for its support so that 
once established it can develop on and destroy the very driest timber. In appearance it take the form of dark brown rusty 
patches with white margins; these are large and undulating and contain the spores, when they face upwards the spores 
become infertile, when downwards the spores are fertile and of great vitality, living for many months together when kept 
dry. From the patches above noted there spread out what are known as hyphae which also  produce spore and spread 
the disease; they weave themselves into strands or cushions known as the mycelium, requiring no moisture for their 
sustenance, so that they can extend themselves over brickwork and even glass to attack other timber a long way off. Of 
the three this type of dry rot is the most malignant. Coniphora cerebella resembles merulius lacrymans in appearance but 
requires moisture for its subsistence, for which reason it can be more readily dealt with; its mycelium consists of slender 
black threads in great profusion. Polyporus vaporarius, or red rot, has white squares, its hyphae become very tough when 
old instead of brittle; in deal it is seen in red decayed patches, hence its name.

All spores being of microscopic  size can float away long distances in the air and cause infection far and wide provided 
they  meet with congenial germination spots, which are chiefly moisture and moderate temperature, coniphora requires a 
good deal of moisture, and hence germinates in very damp situations. The other two, merulius in particular, when once 
established, can grow on the driest wood, depending on their own power for the production of moisture. Merulius also, 

o othough it thrives in a moderate temperature, is killed by one of 40  C. So that infected wood, if heated above 40  C ., can 
be sterilized, and that steaming has a curative effect. Dry rot generally progresses much faster in summer than in winter in 
an ordinary building which is heated and thus has its air made relatively dry during the winter months. When timber is 
effected it should be tested by boring holes at intervals; if there is dry rot the boring will show a brown powder. The dull 
sound made by a hammer is also a means of detection and often the distinctive smell of the disease. Infection commonly 
takes place in the timber yard itself and therefore it is recommended that all such yards be paved with tar-macadam. 
Stacked timber should be seasoned, be kept dry and well ventilated and even, if possible, desiccated or stoved to a 

o otemperature of 50  to 60 C. During construction timber should be protected against wet and in construction secured by 
good ventilation; floor joints, especially ground floor joists, should be creosoted; all rejectable earth should be removed 
from under floors; and the building site should be covered with at least 4 inches of cement concrete, asphalted on the 
upper surface or with tar-macadam. The method is of course expensive but necessary where conditions point  to the 
practical certainty of destruction  by dry rot under ventilation should be provided by fixing fresh air inlets on all side with an 
extraction flue taken up the chimney breast  alongside the smoke flues. The end of all joists should be fixed in such a 
manner that there is a passages of air all round the ends of the joist as far as possible. Shavings left under the floor 
boards often originated dry rot; in cases where boards or wood blocks are fixed directly on the concrete, they should be 
bedded on some bitumastic compound. Skirting and other wall mouldings should be fixed aftr the walls are dry and should 
preferably have a backing of cement rendering, dam-proof course are always necessary, they may be of lead, asphalt, 
bitumastic compound in fabric, or slates in cement. Hollow walls too are a good precaution against dry rot.

When dry rot has been established the infected wood should be oiled to keep down the spores, then be removed and 
burned, the tools used for the purpose should be sterilized, the brickwork and stonework should be sterilized by a blast 
flame, and the woodwork should be dried and treated with a wash of dilute formalin or carbolic acid. Hot lime wash is very 
useful for a mild attack, and in fact, most antiseptics are more or less effective. It must, however, be always remembered 
that the only real safety lies in prevention and that crores may or may not reach all parts of an infected structure. 

– [Indian Engineering]

[So far as we are aware no dry rot fungus has yet been definitely identified in India.- HON.ED.]
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NOTES ON DRY ROT We have pleasure in announcing the Brandis, Schlich, S.K. Seth, Chaturvedi, Indian Forester and IFS-1985 Batch prizes for 
the year 2016 to the following recipients to whom we offer our heartiest congratulations:

Brandis Prize

 Dr. P.B. Meshram, Shri Nahar Singh Mawai and 
Shri R.K.  Malviya 

 
“Management of Leaf Gall Forming Insect,  Trioza obsolete 
Buckton (Homoptera: Psyllidae) on Diospyros melanoxylon 
Roxb. in Chhattisgarh” (Published in March 2016) 

Schlich Prize 

S/Shri Purna B. Chhetri, Santosh Katwal,  
Tashi Dukpa, Sonam Drukgyel and Timothy  G. Gregoire  

 

 
 
“The Randomized Branch Sampling - A Cost Effective 
Estimation Method of above Ground Biomass” (Published in 
January 2016) 

S.K. Seth Prize 

Dr. Neeraj Sharma, Mr.Adil Najeeb and Shri Dinesh Singh    
 

 
“Vegetational Diversity and Distribution along an Elevational 
Gradient on both Sides of Chattergalla Ridge, Bhaderwah, 
Jammu and Kashmir, India” (Published in September 2016) 

IFS-1985 Batch Prize 

Dr. Chitta Ranjan Sahu 

 
 
“Phytodiversity Analysis of Boudh District (Odisha) of Eastern  
Indian” (Published in July 2016) 

Chaturvedi Prize 

Dr. P. Sathiyaselvam,  Shri Eswar Satyanarayana and 
Shri Tarun Kathula  

“Current Status and Threats to Fishing Cat Prionailurus   
viverrinus (Bennett, 1833) in Godavari Mangroves, Andhra 
Pradesh, India” (Published in October 2016) 

Indian Forester Prize 

S/Shri Sudhir Chandra Das and Jagatpati Tah “Effect of Host Plants on Growth and Survival of Sandalwood 
(Santalum album  L.) in West Bengal”  (Published in February  
2016) 

-Editor
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